
Health Share of Oregon  
Transportation Advisory Committee 
Meeting Minutes

When: Wednesday, July 11th, 2018, 1-3pm 
Where: McCoy Building, 426 SW Stark St, Portland OR, Room 10A 
Facilitator: Jeremy Koehler, Health Share of Oregon  
Present: Stephanie Irby (Health Share of Oregon), Mary Ann Goolsby (Consumer), Barb Rainish (Consumer), 
Malcolm Ricks (Empowerment Clinic), Amy Anderson (Consumer), Kirk Foster (Wapato Shores), Julie Wilcke (Ride 
Connection), Christy Keller (PBOT), Wendy Shumway (Consumer), Patty Arvizu (Consumer), Sandra Delarosa 
(Consumer), Zainab Kamara (Providence), Joseph Tryborn (AJ Medical) Ross Peterson (GridWorks IC), Sam Thayer-
Osborne (GridWorks IC), Abe Moland (GridWorks LLC), Kamar Haji Mohamed (GridWorks IC) 

Agenda Item Notes Next Steps 
Welcome / 
Introduction 
Jeremy 
Koehler 

Jeremy noted there are no meeting minutes to approve from 
the June TAC meeting. 

Management 
Transition 
Update 
Ross Peterson 

• New Ride to Care features on launch day:
• The new intake process implemented found many

people who could use Hop Fastpasses and distributed
over 1,400 cards.

• Over 700 travel funds credit cards were distributed so
people can buy gas before they arrive at their
appointment.

• New scheduling technology was implemented which
allows dispatch to see where every ride is on a map
and provides real time statistics. Every driver had to
test the software with three rides before launch day.

• These new features led to a high call volume on launch day
about Hop Fastpasses, travel fund cards, and the new
scheduling software.
• This led to longer call hold times.
• The call center application disconnected callers after

15 minutes.
• Relatively new call center staff made scheduling

mistakes that led to further issues.
• Actions from GridWorks IC:

• Pushed over 50 software updates out.
• Hired and trained 38 new employees in second week

after launch.
• Changed phone tree technology.
• Moved all dialysis trips to dedicated provider
• Created new scheduling algorithm using historic trip

data
• Feedback from TAC:

• Discuss the RFQ
process in the next 
TAC meeting



• Mary Ann shared that drivers say their routes are not 
efficient. Once they complete a drop off, their next 
pick up is across town.  

• Amy noted some members had to fight with bus 
drivers when their Hop Cards were not working. Not 
educating about how Hop Cards work creates further 
issues down the road. 

• Malcolm noted if a member is talking with a call center 
representative, and something sounds off, ask to talk 
to a supervisor to confirm.  

• Barb noted some way or gesture to acknowledge the 
patience folks are expressing during the transition 
would be appreciated. 

• Patty noted at the last TAC meeting many drivers came 
with concerns about not being accepted into the new 
network. 
• Sam clarified decisions about who was accepted 

into the new networks were based on Request for 
Qualification responses, not grammar or English 
competency. 

• Julie would like to see more information about the 
RFQ process so the TAC feels comfortable talking 
about it to people who are asking questions 

• Julie noted that changes in the Ride to Care network 
and capacity level has an impact on other networks 
and their capacity, and in turn their clientele.  

 
Bridge 
Closures  
Ross 
Peterson 

• ODOT will be closing various bridges connecting I-5 and I-
84 between 7/25 and 8/27 that could severely disrupt Ride 
to Care operations 

• GridWorks IC is holding off on public service 
announcements until closer to when closures will be most 
disruptive to ensure folks follow guidelines 

• GridWorks IC is providing the following guidelines in 
various formats to transportation providers and call center 
staff to distribute: 
• Plan for up to two-hour delays. 
• Bring oxygen, snacks, water, and medications if 

needed. 
• Use TriMet. Sign up for a Hop Fastpass. TriMet will be 

adjusting their routes to avoid construction.  
• If possible, delay non-essential appointments until 

September.  
• GridWorks IC is doing the following to prepare: 

• Expanding capacity to add more vehicles by: 
• Asking existing companies to grow 
• Moving capacity building companies into network 

 



• Asking existing companies to contract more 
vehicles with Ride to Care 
• This added capacity would potentially be 

utilized after the bridge closures by growing 
demand and utilization of the Ride to Care 
program 

• Using new routing tools to simulate bridge closures 
• Adjusting travel times to account for traffic 

• Kirk suggested stationing vehicles on either end of the 
MAX line along I-84 to help with capacity. 

• Amy suggested a zone approach to distribute vehicles 
across the tri-county region. Creating a map of hospital 
locations in relation to where high areas of traffic may be 
could help to prepare. 

 
Discussion • Health Share is in the early stages of working with TriMet 

to use Health Share member cards as qualifiers for the 
low-income fare program 

• Barb noted that she is disappointed that a list of 
transportation companies that were included in the 
network and those in capacity building has not been 
released yet 

• Kirk noted that some trips are not factoring in load and 
unload times.  
• Ross noted this should be reported to the SafeRide 

Health technical support team by calling the provider 
line and pressing option 2.  

• Sam noted they should call dispatch in the moment to 
address scheduling issues. 

 

• The list of 
transportation 
companies 
currently in the 
network and in 
capacity building 
will be shared 

Public 
Comment 

No one signed up for public comment.   

Next Steps • The TAC will reconvene on September, 5th 2018.  
 
Attachments: 

• Management Transition presentation 
• Transportation Provider List 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  


